Chip Multi-Processor (CMP) 
Introduction
As the number of transistors in processors continues to increase, processor frequency has reached the limit under current technology, and also the energy consumption. Therefore, the development trend of processor [11] is transforming from high-speed single-core to Chip Multi-Processor, and from instructions parallel to thread level parallel. Unfortunately, software designs must be restructured to exploit the new architectures fully. Doing so presents both opportunities and challenges in the design of query-processing algorithms. Based on this trend, it has become tempting to revisit the concepts of database parallelism in the light of those emerging hardware architectures, and of modern operating system characteristics that support this hardware [13] .
Over the last two decades parallel query processing in database systems was the topic of considerable research. Its outcome is now undoubtedly in daily use as part of major commercial DBMS. Most of the research was concentrated on shared nothing (SN) architectures, e.g. the research prototypes Gamma [1] and Bubba [2] . Now it is applied in modern grid and cluster computing. Other approaches focus on symmetric multiprocessing architectures (SMP), such as XPRS [3] and Volcano [4, 5] . Although many scholars has researched database algorithm optimization based on CMP. But the most of their work were focused on the optimization of join operation considering the L2-cache [14, 6, 9, 10] and the parallel buffers of the shared main memory [7, 8, 12] .
However, the research of parallelism of query plan execution, specifically the fundamental concepts of task identification and resource scheduling of query plan, were not revised recently to honor emerging technologies in modern CMP systems. In this paper, we suppose the query plan is the best query plan with the appreciate operation method acquired by enumerate or random algorithms. Based on this suppose, a comprehensive and practical framework for parallelizing query plan in the multicore processor architecture is proposed. Several algorithms for determining the thread allocation to operations are derived and used in the query optimizer. The query optimizer includes the algorithms for implementing and optimizing the best query plan, such as the transformation algorithms from the best plan tree to the pipeline query plan tree and from the serial execution graph of the pipeline query plan tree to the parallel strategy graph of the pipeline query plan, the algorithms for allocating thread to subquery and memory to the parallel buffers between operations in pipelining execution. Additionally, we introduce the dynamic adjustment of thread based thread pool and the corresponding algorithms of thread.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the execution strategy graph. Section 3 analyzes the method of how to calculate the workload of operation node and give the thread assignment algorithm. Section 4 illustrates the parallel buffers structure and the method of coordination among threads. Section 5 we evaluate performance of the parallel buffers and test the coordination of the multithread. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the future research.
Strategy graph of parallel execution

1. Determine the scan and pipeline Node
Suppose all the operations in the best query plan tree have been assigned appreciate algorithms. In order to complete the parallel execution of the best plan tree, the transformation of the serial query plan to pipeline query plan is necessary. To do this, we need determine the pipeline of execution in the best plan tree. This transformation is achieved by two steps.
Firstly the best plan tree need been transformed to a SPJ operator tree. This step is achieved by insert the selection and projection operations into appropriate positions of the best plan tree. Since selection and projection are expressed by scan operators, actually the step is to insert scan operators into the best plan tree.
Let v and w be a pair of parent-son nodes of the best plan tree, v be the parent and w be the son. The heuristic rules of inserting scan operators are as follows.
Rule 1 if w is a leaf node (relation), and then inserts a scan operator between v and w. Rule 2 if a selection or projection operation needs to be executed on the output of w then insert a scan operator between v and w.
Rule 3 if v is the root of T and a selection or projection operation need to be executed on the output of v, then insert a scan operator as the new root of T and the parent of v.
Secondly the task of pipeline need been determined by inserting the weight, referred as p and s, on each edge (w, v) . If the weight of edge (w, v) is p, the corresponding operator of w and v can be executed pipeline. If the weight of edge (w, v) is s, w must be executed before v.
Algorithm BQP_P Input: the best query plan tree T, and the deep n of T Output: the pipeline query plan tree For i=n-1 to 0 step-1 do 1 For every node α of i DO 2
If α is leaf node Then insert a scan operator as the father of α and assign p as the weight of them 3
Else if a selection or projection operation need to be executed on the output of α Then insert a scan operator as the father of α 4
Else if α is the root of T and selection or projection need to be executed on the output of v Then insert a scan operator as the new root of T and the parent of α 5
If the father operator of α is sort Then assigning s as the weight of α and its father node 6
If the father operator of α is probe 7
If the operator of α is hash Then assigning s as the weight of α and its father node 8
Else then assigning p 9
If the father operator of α is one of {Merge, nested-loop, Scan or hash} Then assigning p as the weight of α and its father node 10 If a selection or projection operation need to be executed on the output of α Then assigning p as the weight of α and its father node BQP_P is the algorithm transforming the serial best query plan tree to pipeline query plan tree. BQP_P achieves the two steps by insert the scan node and the weight on each edge according to the operation method of the best query plan tree.
Determine strategy graph of parallel execution
Definition 1. Give a pipeline query plan tree T_PIPELINE, the serial execution graph of T_ PIPELINE is tree with the weight of every edge, called T_SEG = <V′, E′ >. Every node of V′ is the max sub-tree of T_PIPELINE concluding only the edge with the weight p. For any node α, β ∈ V′, if there is a edge (v 1 , v 2 ) of T_PIPELINE with the weight s and v 1 is a node of T_PIPELINE corresponding to α, v 2 is a node of T_PIPELINE corresponding toβ, there is a edge (α, β) with the weight s belonging E′.
A simple execution strategy of the pipeline query plan tree is serial execution every pipeline. However when the number of thread is very much, some executable pipelines in the pipeline query plan tree can be executed in parallel. Additionally, the simple execution strategy of T_PIPELINE does not consider the balanced workload. The parallel strategy graph of the pipeline query plan, referred T_PEG, can be generated by T_SEG and workload of its node. If there is a edge (a t1 , a t2 )∈VT, v 1 is included by a t1 and v 2 is included by a t2 8 Then ET = ET∪{(a t1 , a t2 )} 9
The weight of (a t1 , a t2 ) is assigned s 10 V′= VT; E′= ET; //the second step is generating T_PEG using T_SEG and workload of its node. A node of the T_PEG is a set of pipelines in T_SEG that can be executed in parallel. An edge (x, y) of T_PEG expresses that the pipelines in x must be executed before the pipelines in y. The generation of T_PEG concludes two steps. The first step is generating the serial execution graph T_SEG. The second step is generating T_PEG according to T_SEG and workload of its node. The compute of workload will be introduced by next section. The algorithm G_T_PEG constructs the parallel strategy graph of the pipeline query plan.
Example of the implementation process of the algorithm D_T_PEG is as Figure 1 . T_SEG is constructed when the algorithm executing to line 10. (a) in Figure 1 
Workload calculation and thread allocation
In this section, we analyze the method of how to calculate the workload of operation node and give the thread assignment algorithm.
1. Workload calculation
The key calculating the workload of node in T_PEG is the calculation of the workload of node in T_PIPELINE. So we will only introduce the calculating method of node in T_PIPELINE as follows. Firstly, we should calculate the probability that anyone tuple (a, b, c) in
The probability of bc ∈ S is Card(S)/(Card(Odom(S.B))×Card(Odom(S.C))).
S is Card(S)/Card(Odom(S.B))×Card(Odom(S.C))
The probability of b ∈
Odom(R.B) is Card(Odom(R.B)/ Card(Odom(S.B))
So the probability of ab ∈ R is ((Card (Odom(S.B) 
) -Card(Odom(R.B)))/Card(Odom(S.B))) ×0 + Card(Odom(R.B)/Card(Odom(S.B))×Card(R)/Card(Odom(R.A))×Card (Odom(R.B)) = Card(R)/Card (Odom(R.A))×Card(Odom (S.B)). Thereby the probability that tuple (a, b, c) belongs R  S is (Card(S) /(Card(Odom(S.B))×Card (Odom(S.C))))×(Card(R) /(Card(Odom(R.A))×Card(Odom (S.B)))).
Finally we get the size of R  S is (Card(S)Card(R)) /Card(Odom (S.B) ).
2. Thread assignment
Given an executable strategy graph T_PEG, thread assignment algorithm of, T-Assign, assigns thread to the pipelines and operators in T_PEG based on the execution strategy graph of T_SEG and T_PIPELINE, the ratio of the workload of the pipelines, and the ratio of the workload of the operators. Since the nodes in an execution strategy graph are executed sequentially, each node of the execution strategy graphs has been assigned all the thread initially. The thread's allocation algorithm T-Assign is defined as follows. 
Algorithm T-Assign
Related technology and optimization
A parallel buffers structure is adopted to minimize contention for the shared data. A critical question for parallel buffers of multithreaded database is the optimization design of buffers for passing data between operators. In this section, the implementation of the parallel buffers structure is introduced. Additionally, we introduce the dynamic adjustment of thread based thread pool and the corresponding algorithms of thread.
1. Parallel buffers
On a CMP with shared cache and execution resources, each thread may consume different amounts of input, generate different amounts of output, and take significantly different amounts of time to run. Block processing is even more important because it allows for easier concurrent management of these shared resources. In this subsection, we adopt a parallel buffer structure that avoids these pitfalls, while still minimizing contention for a shared buffer. The parallel buffer will help enable multithreaded block processing on CMP.
1. 1. the size of parallel buffers
We assume opy is the operator of producer data, opx is consumer data. opx is the father node of opy. The parallel buffers are inserted between operator opy and opx. opy may generate output tuples at a varying rate and deliver them to the buffer. opx consume the data of buffer. During the processing of this, the buffer may be filled or emptied from time to time. opy must await when buffer is filled. Otherwise, opx must wait when buffer is emptied.
Let α is the average speed of producing tuples of opy, and β is the average speed of processing tuples of opx. Output (opy) the collection of tuples opy producing, output (opx) as well as the tuples opx processing. We estimate α and β as follows.
α=|output ( Let m is number of tuple buffer can contain, opy may generate output tuples at a varying rate and deliver them to the buffer. opx consume the data of buffer. The average waiting time of opx and opy is respectively as follow. 
m= (β-α) |output (op y )|/ β
1. 2. The buffer-management system
Our threading controller helps to solve these issues by letting each join operation in the pipeline be handled by multiple threads, while allowing many of threads to sleep when they are not needed. This allows the operations that need the processing resources the most to utilize them, while other operations wait until the input is ready.
We implemented a buffer system designed for unbalanced workload. This was accomplished by waking threads up upon availability of work, and putting them to sleep when no new work is available. The buffer manager uses a producer-consumer queue that shares buffers in common.
... The buffer manager (as Figure 2) contains a finite number of buffers that it allocates to the producer and consumer threads. A buffer consists of a collection of tuples or pointers, and we choose both the number of buffers to allocate and the number of tuples or pointers that each buffer contains. Each buffer can be used by one thread at a time regardless of whether the thread is writing to or reading from the buffer. The assignment of a buffer to a thread is made by the buffer system. This avoids any need for concurrency control (e.g., locking) while a thread is executing.
This buffer management system allows the system to allocate multiple threads for each operation in the pipeline (O i and O i-1 shown in the Figure 2) . Limiting the number of buffers can be used to prevent pipeline threads from running alongside concurrent threads in the system that could cause the cache to thrash. Additionally, by limiting the number of buffers, we can ensure that the output data produced by operation Oi-1 is still in the processor's cache when it is consumed by operation O i . Generally, the minimum number of buffers is the result of m dividing the number of thread of producer. And the maximum is the result of m dividing N. m is the size of buffer between O i-1 and O i . N is the number of threads allocated to the node of T_PEG.
2. Multithread coordination 2. 1. Dynamic ajustment based on thread poll
The nodes of executable strategy graph T_PEG are allocated a thread pool containing N threads. Let m is number of entry buffer can contain, opy may generate output entries at a varying rate and deliver them to the buffer. opx consume the data of buffer. We can dynamically tune the allocated number of thread of opy and opx as follows, but only the thread pool has threads.
1. If the thread of opy finds the parallel buffer is empty when carrying data to buffer and opy is not completed, opy can request additional thread to thread poll 2. If the thread of opx finds the parallel buffer is full when taking data from buffer and opx is not completed, opx can request additional thread to thread poll This mainly makes the threading controller know that thread has been waked up. The thread needs send end information to the threading controller after the implementation of operation. Here the third type occurs. The coordinating finalization of thread is the last type of the communication of pilot information. Finalization can occur due to a full output buffer or an empty input buffer. Once one thread becomes finalized, we induce finalization in all other threads by preventing them from obtaining new input or output chunks. The advantage of coordinating finalization between input and output is that we can bound the idle time of all threads to the smaller of the time taken to process one input chunk, and the time taken to generate one output chunk. 
2. 2. Thread communication
Experiments
We performed experiments on real hardware using a machine with a sun Ultra-SPARC T1 processor.
1. Thread finalization performance
Thread finalization's efficiency is important to performance using the parallel buffers structure. 
2. Buffer performance
Using buffers with fewer entries allows the working set to be smaller and better able to fit within the processor's data cache, i.e., with the increase of the tuple's size in the parallel buffers, the number of cache misses for each tuple incurred increases. Figure 5 shows the results. Because the time to process each chunk increases, contention is reduced. The UltraSPARC T1 has 64 byte L2 cache lines. If the chunk size is 16, there is absent for 64-byte records at a chunk. While while contention remains an issue for 16-byte records for chunks containing 100 records. So 16, 32, and 64 byte tuples represent 1/4, 1/2, and 1 cache miss per tuple read or written, respectively.
A buffer may consist of a collection of tuples or pointers. Figure 6 the comparison between passing full output tuples to the parallel buffers between pipeline stages versus passing pointers. This graph also illustrates greater benefit when copying the larger amount of data needed when fully materializing the output, rather than passing only pointers. This is because the data are read back "in-order" after he buffers fully materialize the data, resulting in superior cache performance and excessive pointer chasing eliminated, this is mainly reason.
